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The truth shall not live quietly.
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Shawnee State University

Veri breaks nevvs in State of the University Address
SSU's accomplishments include: the
faculty and staff learned to do more
with less money, enrollment grew
(20% in the past 3 years), the facilities
plant grew and improved, the contract
was settled with CW A, the faculty and
staff became aggressive in seeking
grants, such as J.O.B.S., Upward
Bound, and the South Central Regional Teacher Training Center, and
the NCA self study was completed.
The University Administration
Association became the University
Administration Senate, which is a representational government to get more
accomplished.
The University Senate, a project

Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

Dr. Clive Veri, SSU President
asked the crowd, a mixture of administration and support staff, faculty and students, to listen with
open minds. He knew that many
would be angered by the information, and that rumors would start
soon after the speech. He also suggested to the audience, "Ifwe do
not start.operating like a family and
less like competing clans ... our
future .. .is in jeopardy."
He began with the good points
from 1991-92, which, in his opinion, was "a good year." His list of

under way since 1990, was proposed to change the University
Faculty Assembly to bring faculty; staff, and students together.
The UFA would still exist, but the
decisions would be made by the
University Senate or, as Dr. Veri,
later, put it, "by US."
This year it was developed
and came to a vote. Mail ballots
were to be received by Nov 13 at
noon. When the votes were tabulated that afternoon, it was voted
down by six votes. The fate of the
Senate Constitution is now uncertain.
Veri feels we finally have bud-

getary numbers we can trust.
Goals for '92-'93: First, finish
Things not accomplished 1992 those things that were not accomwere: the number of grievances plished in '91-'92, settle the SSU/
filed grew rather than diminished, SEA contract amicably, if approved,
there is no final study on moving from make University Senate the body of
a quarter to a semester system New governance, push capital campaign
degree programs need to be devel- such as for the planetarium, which
oped, especially BA/BS degrees, no needs over $700 thousand to finish.
Continuous Quality Improvement
donor has been found to name the
program is SSU's version of Total
Library or the University Center.
Veri feels a faculty develop- Quality Management, a program enment program, focusing on the dased bythe Ohio Board ofRegents. It
teaching-learning act, is warranted. · will be implemented slowly, a few
He also wants to finish out the year faculty will use it in their classes and
Maggie
by implementing the academic re- administrators, like
view proc~ that is now a policy McClintock, will use it in their departestablished by the Board ofTrustees. ments. Continued see Veri page 9

Physical Facilities, where do their interests lie?

By Sally Sapp
uc Features Editor

In October of 1992, the Portsmouth High School Baseball Team
held a fund-raising circus on the
grounds of Shawnee State University. The circus was set up and held
in the East parking lot, alongside
the University Center.
This parking lot is owned by
SSU. In order to utilize this space,
permission must ,be granted by
Physical Facilities. This is the same
office that charged SSU's Baseball
team $650 for their fund-raising
Baseball Card Show. Physical Facilities agreed to allow the circus to
be held in the parking lot, however
there was no charge to PHS or the
PHS Baseball team.
Dan Young,DirectorofPhysi-

calFacilities,attemptedtoshedsome
lightontheinconsistencyofwhopays
and who does not. In justifying the
way both situations were handled, he
stated that the fact that the circus was
outside and was completely self-supported by means of set-up, tear-down,
clean-up,andelectricitymadethecircus a non-financial burden to the university.
Youngsaidthebaseballcardshow,
being held indoors and utilizing the
services of CWA employees, made it
a financial burden to SSU. He defended the decision to charge SSU's
baseball team stating, "SSU absorbed
most of the cost.''
According to Young," Any activity held indoors, at SSU, is a chargeable event because of the use of the
CWA staff. Activities planned out-

doorsonSSUproperty_isnotnec- the university.
David Creamer, Vice President of
essarily a chargeable event, if it
Who decides which programs BusinessAffairs. Thesedecisionsare
doesn't create a mess that CWA and activities are worthy enough to given consideration by Dan Young.
has to clean up.
After Young has put together a
When asked if SS U's baseball
&ii~iiilllll
cost estimation- taking all things
teamhadtheoptiontoutilizeplayinto coosideration--Yomg then
ers as clean-up crew to cut costs,
suggests to Creamer whether or
Young said, "That isn't an opnotthefeesarechargeabletothe
tion. The contract we have with
_ _.iii
organization. If the two gentleCWAstatesthatifthereisajobto
mendonotconcur,thequestion
do inside the campus, CWA emmay go to a vote by the boord.
ployees must be used.''
The UniversityChronic/eunYoung further blamed the state
derstands and proudly acce~
budget and SSU's budget crunch
thatSSU isamajorsupporterand
forhavingtobilltheSSUbaseball
facetofthePortsmouthcommuteam.
nity. However, in the future, ·we
The Hoops and Hotlicks hen- l.:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiio..;==;.;;.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=~ wouldhopetoseeadministration
efit for Project Playground was
support the community within
held this past w~ekend in the AcSSU.Againthequestionisasked
tivity Center and the cost will be be written off and which are not? 'Why does SSU exist, and what is its'
writtenoffasacharitablecauseby This is a decision faced by Dr. purpose?'

Bears Care about Project Playground: $3500 raised
By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

With Project Playground, the SSU communitywasable to demonstrate how much they
care for Portsmouth.
Many from SSU donated services to be sold,
while others washed
cars, gave flea dips to
dogs and cats, and some
great musicians donated
their talents.
Friday
night,
people were treated to
a basketball game and
an evening of music for
a $2.50 donation. After
the men's basketball

•

game (which the Bears won: 123-67),
Stephanie Hagen entertained the audi-
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Just b,,,-Jd ing a Jli'de.
-kike5 comm111'ity (Jf/'r./e,.

ence with impre~ions of Cher, .
After that the winners of the raflle
prizes were drawn.
Those who didn't stick around
for the music, really lost out, because they missed some great performances. Jade 2, with Logan
Rollins and Gary Billups on saxophone and keyboards, treated the
crowd to jazz,
If you noticed, the instruments
werenotassignedtojustoneperson.
That's because during their set they
switched. Not only did they switch
instrumentsbuttheywentfromsweet
and smooth to a more upbeat jazz.
1bey played classics such as
"The Girl from Ipanema," and
" Misty."
Jade J0, Rollins' IO piece jazz
band, will be playing his original

•
music at SOMACC on Jan. 14. Be- and Johnny Todd are members of a
cause Rollins earned a "Meet the local group, Fatal Addidion.
Due to family ties, I'm afraid my
Composer'' grant, he is able to make
review of Silent Sam would be biased
this performance free to the public.
After Jade 2 came the 60's style and is not permissible. Let's just say
music of Muddle Pudding. They they played great renditions of'' Musplayed some great classics like tang Sally," Sam Cooke's "Bring it to
"Sweet Home Alabama," "Susie Me," and their original music.
After Silent Sam came Plaid Bone
Q," and Jimmy Buffet's "Cheeseburger in Paradise,'• along with their Luv, and not being a great fan of hard
original music. They play great mu- rock, I didn't appreciate them quite as
sic,andon tape they're great. But due much. I did.recognize one song, "I'm
to sound problems it was difficult to Still Alive," but I can't tell you who
distinguish the words, if you didn't recorded it. 1bey did have the crowd
know them. But as Allen Reed, of rocking, so I guess that's good.
Saturday,whileDr. VeriandShane
SilentSam,said, "That'stheproblem
with playing first." For more infor- Ross werewashingcars(BRRR!),Quis
mation onMuddlePudding, turn to Hartstein, Kathy Rohrbaugh, and Kay
Kress were dipping other people' spets.
page 11.
Three of the member$ ofMuddle At the natatorium, Gena Conklin and
Pudding, Jamie M~y, Nate Free, contin11ed--see Play pg ..'i
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'· The Definition of Empire~~~~~=
By Bill Holmes

uc News Editor
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In the Fall 1992 issue ofForeign
Affairs, a journal that studies the
subjectsconcerningglobalrelations,
an article appeared entitled "Rethinking the Middle East." The
articlewasbasedonthe 1992Henry
M. Jackson Memorial Lecture that
was delivered by Bernard Lewis,
the Cleveland E. Dodge Professor
ofNear Eastern Studies at Princeton
University, at the University of
Washington.
Within this article there was a
passageonp.107thatstated, "The
United States is not an imperial
power in the sense which the term
has been applied to in the past to
Britain, France, Holl.and, Tsarist
Russia, or the Soviet Union. The
government of the United States is
ultimatelyanswerableinthis,asin
all else, to the people of the United
States, whohavenoappetitewhatsoever for overseas imperial adventures. This a society different
from the old empires, with differel).tself-perceptionsandaspirations
and different policies."
What is the definition of the
word empire? According to the
Webster's Second Edition Unabridged Dictionary, the definition states that empire is the supre me power in governing;
dominion; sovereignty; absolute
power and authority.
That idea is very true to what
the average American visualizes
as an empire. The Old World, who
conquered "New Worlds" such as
Africa, North, Central, and South
America, and Asia, have left the
world with a historical view of Imperialism. Most associated with this
idea in the American consciousness
is the British Empire that spanned
the globe. From part of this empire,
the United States was born.
However, when the United

States stares at itself it sees an outside power whose populace has no
taste for "imperialistic ventures."
Infact,inpopular Americanmythology the United States has been a
bastion against colonial powers and
has defended the New Wor.ld.
In grade school history classes,
·students are taught that the Monroe
Doctrine(l823)establishedtheNew
World free from European imperialism with America as its defender.
However, with this "noble" intent
that was declared publicly,goes the
truth of protection of American interestinthishemisphere. The United
States reserves that right with the
Roosevelt Corallary to the Monroe
DoctrinetoactasnotjustthedefendersoftheNewWorldfromtheEuropeansbutfromanyinterestthatjeopardizes that of the United States.
Inadvertently or not, America becamethecolonialpoweroftheWestem Hemisphere.
With time all things change, at
the end of World War II, the U.S.
had not just survived the war, but
proved its victor. The on)y viable
candidate for the picking up of the
mantle of international leadership
from the ruins of the British Empire
was the United States. Pax Brittanica
conceded itself to the era of Pax
Americanna.
All of this transpired during the
age of the destruction of colonial
empires. Nationalism raged in the
hearts of many countries and this did
not stop short of the Middle East.
The major player, Great Britain,
tried to hold on to possessions in
the Middle East until they finally
pulled out entirely in 1971 from the
Persian Gulf. However, England
had long lost its significance within
the region.
ApparentlyBritainadmitteddefeat with the pullout of its military
presenceinthepost-waryears.How

would America maintain its presence? It would logically disintegrate like its predecessor.
The answer lies in the skill of
the core states, the industrialized
West, to develop a new form of
domination far more potent than
the one derived by brute force:
remove the psychological mindset
of imperialism from the people
who desire autonomy and use economic ties to control the newly
independent and fragile states.
This has been called neocolonialism.
This is a far more subtle form
of control than the traditional military presence that drained the coffers of the imperial powers of the
past. Who needs control of the
subject's land, when in an elaborate system of global economic
relations you have control of their
economy of the other?
This is where the definition of
empire needs to be redefined. The
redefining is necessary for all
things adapt and change to fit in
their environment. The modern
definition lies along lines of economic reliance that were established from the core nations to the
periphery, the third world, as part
of past colonial exploitation. ·
The Middle East, is an important suppler of the raw material
petroleum, that feeds the industrialized world, according to•these
interests the West must be in control of this asset. The oil-rich states
rest their well-being on the West
and the West relies on the petroleum, therefore a mutual relationship. However, that has only occurred with nationalization of key
petroleum-producing plants and
taking charge of their raw materials. This took two large redistrib1Jtions of wealth.
The oil rich nations of the

Middle East are lucky compared
to the rest of the third world who
have a stronger sense of dependency.
On the subject that the United
States is a not a traditional imperialistic power, I agree. America,
along with the Old Powers, used
the reliance of the Third World for
development as a yoke. These
states forge on with control over
the old dominion with an economic leash.
This works very well. When
things break down there are two
ways to deal with the situation
without using direct military intervention. For instance, President
Richard Nixon used the Twin PilJar Policy in dealing with threats
against American interests. In
other words, he learned by the
mistakethatJohnsonmadeinVietnam. America does not intervene
directly unless it has to.
Instead they use pro-American governments to enforce their
will. ThetwinPillarsintheMiddle
East became Saudi Arabia and
Shah's Iran.
Sometimes when a state challenges the status quo, as set by the
world powers to ensure geo-political issues, they must become a sacrifice to ensure the system survives
on. Direct intervention is called for
to solve the conflict. The threat of
losing oilto the industrialized world
from Kuwait was inconceivable,
for they and Saudi Arabia held the
petroleum prices artificially low in
OPEC to aid their ties to the West.
Empire is not dead nor gone,
but lives on in a new, more
subtleform that is not as obvious.
It is an empire that most American
citizens are not aware of and unfortunately for the less developed
countries allows our place in the
sun and maintains poverty for most
of the world.

Withdrawal symptoms from political campaign ads
You're traveling through space
and time. You come to a door leading into another dimension. A dimension where George Carlin is
king, Cindy Crawford is my wife,
and Miami Vice is on every T.V.
channel. You 're about to cross over
into ... The Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. This week, I'm having withdrawal symptoms. No, not
from heroin, cocaine, or pot. These
withdrawal sypmtoms are caused
by a different kind of drug: political campaign ads.
Yes, it's true. The election is
over and so are those mind-altering,
buzz-inducing ads, we've all grown
to love and require.
It didn't take long to become

battery commercials (the
ones with the
cute bunny), my
ungerwould be
atisfied. A tanlizing dose of
oss
Perot

~~================~ would
enter my
psyche, or a deaddicted to Ross Perot's or George
Bush's ads. (For some reason, Bill
Clinton's ads never did anything for
me, except cause a few tears.) For
months, I sat in front of my television, waiting hungrily for my next

lectable shot ofGeorge Bush would
course through my veins. I'm getting the shakes just thinking about
it.
I had to be careful though. It
was easy to overdose. Sitting in

front of my supplier, my T. V., for
too long could have caused me to
begin thinking like Perot or Bush.
I haven'tdonethatsince I was four!.
·Now, they're gone. No more
Ross. No more Bush,(George, that
is). My supply has been cut off.
It's a shame I never inhaled
some Bill Clinton. For the next
four years, we're going to have
more Clinton than we can swallow,
shoot up, or take rectally (which is
exactly where I think Clinton is
going to give it to the American
people).
That, unfortunately, is a story
for another time and place ... in The
Twilight Zornes.
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To further illustrate my point, I have compiled examples
of the mistreatment I receive in the UC 9ffice:
1. Being the target oflow-flying objects.
It began innocently enough, when it was just wadded-up
paper. However, in the past few weeks, I've dodged paperweights, sci.ssors,.and exacto-knives, and frankly, I'm a little
worried about my welfare. What's next? Limited nuclear
weapons?
2. The baby jokes and other discriminatory com-

A View From The
Cheap Seats
by

Jay Arr Henderson

ments.

Election Night Reminiscences

-

Sometimes, in the shadow of huge events, small victories go unnoticed. So it was on Election Night.
Amid the tension and clamor of the Big Races, goggleeyed commentators hyping the implications of each new
tally of the popular vote and ranting wildly abOltt the
importance of each new influx of Electoral College effluvia, quiet victories thrilled the oppressed peoples of the
nation.
In Colorado, Ben Nighthorse Campbell (D), became the
first Native American ever elected to the Senate.
The first joke of his incumbency came in the same
breath w~en the commentator added, " ... and the first with
a ponytail.''
It was not a joke delivered with malice. But there will
be other jokes that are not .so innocent. There will be
sneering references to tomahawks and pow-wows and
scalping, delivered by the ignorant and prejudiced leaders
elected by the votes of the ignorant and prejudiced portion
of the population.
Carol Mosely Braun of Illinois hecame the first,,black
women ever elected to the Senate: And it's about time. One
only wishes Fulani had run for the Senate as well ...
California became the first state to send two women to
the Senate. Those Californians!
In the face of all these advances by women, experts
predict that this newspaper will continue to refer to women
as babes, dames, and broads, despite the efforts of Editor
and prominent ~gino-American;Donna Kerecz.
Ohio did it! It was our electoral votes that put Clinton
over the top. So ifhe turns out to be adoody-head, guess who
the rest of the nation will blame.
The really sad part of this is that the Republicans and
Conservatives will get blamed along with the rest of us.
Shope blamed for Clinton .. .it's a heart-rending thought.
Heh, heh, heh.
Glenn beat DeWine, which is good only to the extent
that choosing between two piles of platypus-poop can ever
lead to anything good. Personally, I wouldn't let either of
them in my yard.
Bush lost, which means I will hold off on calling for his
impeachment.
Tom Brokaw spent the whole night looking like he was
sitting on a corncob. I enjoyed that immensely.

DidYou KnoV1???

-In 1987 scientists discovered that ozone layer above the
Antartic, which is normally 3 millimeters, was less than half its
normal thickness.
-Research conducted by NASA last spring showed that the
ozone layer over the U.S. was thinning at twice the rate of previous
years.
-Ozone reduction normally occurs in the winter, but the same
study showed it was continuing into the spring above the U.S. last
year.
-In 45 years, the greenhouse effect couldca~e sea levels to rise
enough to.engulf many low-lying coastal cities.
-The world is losing between 3 and 50 species per day.
- By the year 2000 we will have removed 65 percent of forests
in humid tropical zones.
Information obtai11edfrom CJ. The Natio11al College Magazine.
Volume5

Does the University need to provide
more entertainment?
Last week I made the point that the -city of Portsmouth
needs to see that area businesses provide entertainment for
"the college crowd" on the weekends.
Now let's ask what Shawnee State University should do to
provide entertainment on the weekends.
I don't want to say that the college isn't doing anything for
us and I know that there is only so much that can be done on
the ever decreasing budget, but some things can be done.
Let's start with the Student Union, why not keep it open
later, at least on Fridays. It's not really necessary to open it on
Saturdays, (though that would be r~al nice) but the union
closes far to early on Fridays. That alone would provide
something for everyone to do.
What if the college would work with some of the area
businesses to sponsor dance parties, and concerts. If SSU was
a usual stop on the college concert tours, a lot of money and
publicity would come in, not only for the college but for the
city.
Now you say, "Who's going to pay for all of this." Well,
events that are sponsored along with local businesses would
be inexpensive because of the advertisement and publicity
that would be made available at a small cost. Moreover, the
college should arrange and promote events that the general
public could attend and students could attend at a discount.
Once the city and area businesses start seeing the benefits
of entertaining the college age people of the area, and they
work together with the college, a lot of things could be done
at a low enough cost to everyone involved that would keep
people and money here in Portsmouth.
''We need something to do here at home,'' cry the people.
Who is up to the challenge to provide something?

A Minor Problem
Baby?
by

Martin Poston
Age Discrimination in the UC office

Those readers who remember the very first edition of The
University Chronicle may remember the introductions on
page 4. Nexito t~e pictures were little descriptions ofeach staff
member. The aforementioned readers will also remember that
mine referred to me as the "boot camp" of1he staff.
Do not be fooled; the inside story follows:
The original reference to me in my introduction was as
''the baby.'' My age, and my status as the only freshman on
the UC staff, apparently gives my colleagues the right to treat
me as if I'm some baby. And this is supposed to be a
professional atmosphere!
They still claim that they treat me nice (as Robert says,
''We treat you like we would any other baby!'"), yet I feel that
it is in a condescending manner.

·

The subtle baby jokes are somewhat funny. Making sure
the door is locked when I'm in the office alone is cute.
Putting milk in the fridge, I admit, was pretty hilarious. But
the diapers and pacifier I got last week are pouring it o~ a bit
much, people.
_
3. Robert assumes that I know absolutely nothing and
that I have no life whatsoever.
Just because I haven't lived as long as he has (and that's
been some time, now) doesn't necessarily mean that I
haven't lived.
4. Everyone assumes that I need a note for everything

So I need a note to sing in a bar, because I'm a minor.
Big deal!
5. I'm the last one to the pizza.
I ~ three weeks ago because, out of the kindness of
my heart, I went on a pop run for the staffmeeting. Someone
even forgot to give me money for his pop. Once again, out
ofthe kindness of my heart, I paid for it, without even hinting
at compensation. I got back and the old coots SCARFED

ALL OF TJ:IE PIZZA!

6. I'm not even recognized by the advisor, Dr. George
Mirabello.
He addresses me by my brother's name!
Okay, so now I've voiced my complaints, but I do want
to clear something up.
·
Not everyone on the UC staff is guilty,just those in the
top brass of the staff and a few select writers. After all, not
everyone on the staff is around to participate in the "babybashing,'' and I'd like to thank those on the staff who have
supported me.
I won't list the gui1ty parties, in order to protect their
bigoted identities.
·
Now I'm going to retaliate and get nasty.
Now, here comes the advantages of being the youngest
member of the UC staff:
1. I'm younger than anyone else on the staff.
I'm young. They're old. So there. Any questions?
2. I'm faster and sneakier than they are.
I can getaway with murder, and they can't catch me, and
I can weasel my way out of anything.
I kicked Robert's car last week, and he hasn't even
found out about it yet! Innocent until caught, I always say.
3. I'm adorable.
I'm no Luke Perry, but my charm can get me out of
trouble. See #2.
4. Robert can't beat the snot out of me yet without
going to jail!
Accept
it,
man.
HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HAAAA!
And, of course, my personal favorite, and this one goes
out to Mr. Gambill exclusively:
5. A few years from now, I'll be out in the world,
pursuing my future, whatever that is, while you're in the
Broken Branches Home for the Elderly lying in bed and
gumming your food.
Accept
it,
man!
HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HA!HAAAA!

NOTE: The attacks I have made in this article are solelv
directed atThe Univ'ersity Chronicle staff.
Any resemblance to actual. feeling people is not intended nor should be infe"ed.
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Things that make you go Hmmmmrn ...
By Dennis Day
UC Staff Writer

I thought I'd devote an entire
columntoquestionsonlylcouldever
come up with. Anyooe have the answers? You never know ...these may
eoo up on Jeq,ardy someday!
1. Did people in the Bible have
last names?
2. Did Adam and Eve have belly
buttons?
3. From where did all the women
mentioned in Genesis originate?
4. Where do rugs go in the winter?
5. Where do bugs go (spiritualM
once they croak?
6. Do apes have appendices?
7. Why isn't the p4ual of deer
deers?
8. Does each day last exactly 24
hours?
9. WhogotSocialSecuritynumber 000-00-000 I?
10. Does Madonna now have
blonde, black, trown, red, purple,
green a blue hair?
11. Fmn where does recycled
toilet paper come?
12. Who used it last?
13. Does l+l always equal 2?
14. Whyisn'tthereachannel 1?
15. Do more·people watch CSPAN or the fish tanks at Bert's Pet

Center?
ing down?''
16. What exactly is in the
28. How come we haven't been
McDonald's Big Mac ~uce?
· to the moon in over 20 years?
17. How come the most obvious suspect is never the murderer
in Murder, She Wrote,?
18. When the neighbors of a
killer are being interviewed, why
do they always say, "He was a
quite young man, always kept to
himself...?
19. Is the world really spherical?
20. Why does someone always
29. Did we even visit the moon,
answer the phone when you dial a
wrong number?
or did actors play around on some
21. Why is there more for your
studio or out in the desert somelife at Sears?
where?
22. Why do tv and radio station
JO. Are there parallel uniletters always begin with W or K?
verses?
23. Is it possible to break and
31. Is there reincarnation?
unbreakable comb?
32. WhatdidNoahdofor90o+
24. Has it ever been done beyears on earth?
fore?
33. Who invented our cuss
25. Did the old woman who
words?
cackled, "I've fallen and I can't
34. Why does the price of ev·
erything end in .99?
get up!" have real or false teeth?
35. Why does the price of gas
26. Wasthatherreal hairorwas
she wearing a wig?
always end in a small raised 9?
27. If someone's on the 4th
36. Ifa tree falls in a forest, and
there's not one there to hear it, did
floor of Massie Hall, waiting for
it make a noise?
the elevator, and someone else
wall~ over to the elevator, why
37. From where and with whom
does person #1 always ask, "Godid Dr. Ruth Westheirner obtain her

knowledge and experience?
38.Doesanythingdreadfulhappen when one squeezes the
Charmin?
39. Why are there dotted lines
dov.'TI some 2 way streets in Portsm uth?
40. Do you always find somellung in the last place you looked?
4 I. Do cats always land on
1herrpaws?
42. What happens is they have
no paws?
43. If you were offered a trip
around the world, would you go
somewhere else instead?
44. Which side of the street do
you prefer?
45. HQW many ways are there to
kill a cat?
46. Doyouhaveafavorite internal organ? A favorite toe?
47. Where did Neanderthals go
on vacatioo?
48. If you put your left sock on
your right foot, would it fit?
49. What does a perfect bowel
movement mean to you?
50. When did you last change
your wlderwear?
51. Is there someone inside those
automatic bank teller machines?
52. When you reach an answer~
ing machine, do you hang up or

leave an obscene message?
53. Do K-Mart shopping cart
wheels ever get oiled?
54. Why do people always man- agetostepindogcrapoutintheyard?
55. Can birdsspot~y-cleaned
cars from above? ls it instinct or a
learned behavior?
56. From where does lint come?
How about snot?
57. Ifyou discovered that you had
been mixed up as a baby at the hospital, would you turn yourself in?
58. Which shampoo has had the
greatest impact on your life?
59. Would you eat worms for a
million dollars?
60. Why do bugs cross their legs
when they die?
61. Why do butterflies never fly
in a straight line?
62. Isn't "congress" literally the
opposite of"progress"?
63. Did you know sentor and
senile have the same stern origin?
64. Do policemen ever give
other policemen. tickets?
65. Why don't birds fly
south for the winter in a different letter shape other than V?66. When we program our
VCR to record a movie, why does
it always record the morning farm
report instead? ·

Clinton was not elected. on his own merit========
Afte, twelve years of a
Republican White House, America
has elected the first Democrat to
Presidential office since Jimmy
Carter in 1976.
We face a wide range of challenges in the years ahead, both foceignanddomestic. Thenational debt,
budgetdeficit,andsluggish economy
are the issues the nation feels must
be addressed immediately, but we
must not look inward to the exclusion of the rest of the world.
World events will not wait for
us to put our economy in order,
indeed often they have a direct

break-up of the Soviet Union and
President Bush's error was in
impact on the economic situation
the
Warsaw Pact or the chance for
of the United States.
the assurt11Xionlhatthecountrywolild
genuine progress toward peace
Forall ofthe criticisrn directed a•~,._.;;;----------------ioii~., in the Middle East. He failed
President Bush ove
·
·
,
to stress that we are now living
his handling of the
inaglobalvillage,andthatour
economy, ask your
·
owneconornicsuccessisconself tpis question
nectedwitheventsontheother
what would ou
side of the world.
economy be like i
by
President-ElectClintonhas
1
:o~v:t:: :: ~v~:
:~~=~~\:~:!:i:.g~!~
escalating arms race .,,.
, _.. polling across the country
showed that people want a
with the Soviet Union, or found
wxlerstand how important it was to
strengthened
economy and a reourselves forced to buy oil from
seize the historic opportunities on
duced
deficit.
an Iraqi-dominated OPEC?
the international front, such as the

Through The
Looking Glass

Joseph H. Varacalli

Clinton was elected not on his
own merit but, on the perceived
failure of President Bush to make a
positive change in the economy.
Gov. Clinton brings to office
not only the people's mandate for
that change, he also brings a liberal
social agenda that received very
little attention.
Let us hope that he can keep
his own desires, and those of the
nation at large, separate and distinct, realizin~that support for his
economic plan, however uninformed, does not imply the same
acceptance of his other goals.

DidYou Kn ow?????===================

--The secret language that was
used by mac than four hundred Navajo communications specialists in
the pacific during WWII associated
Navajo words broken into code, with
military terms. Messages transmitted
via this complicated code enable U.S.
Marines to take over the islaoo oflwo

Jirna.
-Fortheirsuccessinevading Japanese intelligence and making secret
landings possible, the Navajo code
talkers were honored in 1982 with a
presidential proclarnatioo declaring
Aug. 14 as National Navajo Code
Talkers Day.

-A6dayPeace WalkfrornPhnom
Penh, Carnbcxl.i.a to Saigon, Viet Nam
is scheduled for this rnooth, Nov. The
purpose of the Walk is to celebrate the
Nooµalization ofRel~tions and lifting
ofthe Trade Ernoorgoagainst Cambodia and to call for a Normalization of
Relations with Viet Nam.

--There are 40,000 leases for uranium mines in the Grand Canyoo.
-In 1986 21 % ofAmerican babies
were bcm to unmarried mothers.
--35 % of American eooangered
species are birds.
--17%ofAmericansfavorareturn
of alcohol Prohibitioo.

--68%ofArnerican 17-year-olds
do not know when the Civil War
took place.
--57%ofArnericansarenotcornfortable unless their home is neat
and clean.
--59% of Americans are overweight.

"Before Emmett Till's murder, I had known the fear of hunger, hell and the Devil. But
now there was a new fear known to me- the fear of being killed just because I ~vas Black."

-From Corning of Age in Mississippi,
Anne Moody's autobiography

News

News of the

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

(Washington) The question of
the possibility that American MIAs/
POWs were held captive in the
former Soviet Union and People's
Republic of China after the Korean
War continues.
The United States is still missing 8,177 military personnel in a
conflict that ended in 1953.
A United States senator stated
that government documents prove
that "our government believed men
were still alive in captivity, and
until only a few months ago, has
kept that reality from the American
people.''
However, a joint Russo-Amencan commission has been formed
to.trace the validity of the charges.
The commissions investigator
claims that the Russian government has been uncooperative with
efforts to locate the missing personnet.
A researcher for the Rand Corporation, who has been contracted
by the Pentagon stated that he believes that'' less than I 00 and probably half that" of American sol-

diers were transferred to Soviet or '
Chinese prisoner camps.
The· incident that spurred this
campaign was apparently in the
1980s. when Russian sources provided pictures ofan USAF pilot that
was downed iQ Korea, David
Marken, in Soviet labor camps.
Washin1,,1ton has not moved on the
incident due to an error that did not
list Marken as one of the soldiers
missing in action
(Teheran) The late Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's son, Ahmad
Khomeini, renews the call for the
assassination of British author
Salman Rushdie who wrote the controversial work • 'The Satanic
Verses." The book, in part, paralleis the history of a man that resembles the Islamic Messenger
Muhammad and portrays a less than
holy image of him.
The original fatwa, or religious
decree, wasissuedinFeb.14, 1989.
However, the current government
oflran is trying to move back in to
the global community.
The current moderate Iranian
president, Hashemi Rafsanjani, has
been trying to alter Iran's terrorist

Shawnee Students
The University Chronicle
in conjunction with

The Dead Surfer Society
present

Kick'em While They Are Down
Contest
First Prize
A Free issue of The Silver Surfer
·second Prize
Your Very Own Concubine
Third Prize
Membership into Ar Tyr Ar
Rules: Find The Male-Chauvanist Pig
Hidden somewhere here at SSU.
He possesses the body of a pig_
Upon his california brow he
sports glasses and a pony tail.
The Pig is renowned for his
choice of abstract glass holders
The Pig can be found hidden in
a vessel covered with Ar Tyr Ar
stickers.
Return the Pig and container to
Massie 411 to claim prize.
Chro11iclites a11d Dead Surfers
Not Eligible.
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(Tyre) Israeli Defense Forces
and the pro-Iranian Hezbollah,
Shi'ite Muslim organization, continue to square off with howitzers
and heavy artillery in Southern Lebanon.
Hezbollah is demanding the
withdrawal of Israeli .forces from
Southern Lebanon.
Three days of continuous fighting Israel's government has warned
that they may escalate the conflict if
the fighting intensifies.
According to Israeli citizens and
military personnel, troops and armament are being deployed towards
the Northern border.
The Lebanese foreign minister
has stated that their military will be
prepared to counter "any Israeli
thrust." However, this is extremely
doubtful since the virtualchaos Lebanon has undergone during the civil
war nearly destroyed the country.
Hundreds of civilians are fleeing the
war ravaged area ofisrael 's security
zone.
Israel stated, once more, that
this issue will not stop the Middle
East peace talks being held in Wash-

ington. However, Israel did say
that it does cloud and disrupt the
talks for solution to peace in the
Middle East. The Arab states argue
that Israeli aggessi<;m is the reason
that peace will not occur between
two groups.
(London) Russian President
Boris Yeltsin,. on the last leg of his
two day visit to the British capital,
spoke in'front of a joint session of
parliament.
The Houses of the British legislatureroseandgave Yeltsinastanding ovation for his address to the
group.
Yeltsin is traveling to many
Western nations trying to draw investment into the ailing Russian
economy that is experiencing, what
some are arguing, hyper-inflation
of over 1,000%. Also, Yeltsin is
trying to establish a new time table
for the nearly $10 billion debt that
Russia has assumed.
Yeltsin voiced his concern over
a possible coup to right-wing elements within the government, however he stated that such an action
was "not destined to succeed."
Furthennore, he will face on Dec.

I, a Russian parliament that is
dominated by former communist
officials.
Yeltsin told parliament that he
would assume special emergency
powers " granted to me by the '
people' ' in order to keep the opposition, mainly former Communists
Party members and nationalists
within the Russian state, to gain
control of the country.
However, the speaker of the
Russian part iament, Ruslan
Khasbulatov, scoffed at the idea
that parliament would allow him
to assume emergency powers.
The Russian president stated
that his political rivals are ''nothing but a theater of shadows, in
whichghostsofthepastare giving
their farewell performance."
Yeltsin said that opponents to the
government are "taking advantage of the difficulties the Russian
citizens are experiencing.'' However, he proudly stated that "the
majority of Russians oppose
them ...and are not falling prey to
panic and despair."
Sources: Associated Prn:, (AP), USA
Today, Wa1111i11gto11 Po1t, CNN.

Student·Senate act on resolutions
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Edjtor

On Friday November 13, the
Student Senate acted on four resolutions. All were passed.
It was decided that the Student Senate would meet at least
once a week. Changes were made
in the rules regarding absences
and automatic dismissal.
In a related amendment, a

grievance procedure was instituted for members who have
suffered automatic dismissal
but be\ieve their absences were
justified.
The Senate stated that fliers found recently at different
places about the school for a
contest to' 'Find the Mistakes''
in The University Chronicle
were not sponsored by them.

The entire Student Senate said
they did not know who and why
someone would try to imply that
they were involved in something
that they were not.
Anyone with knowledge of
persons ta!cing part should contact Senate President Ross.
The Senate ask that you DO
NOT place your entries in the
Student Senate suggestion boxes!

Senate condemns misuse of Senate property for personal vendettas
Student senate has taken action
against the "Find the Mistakes in
The University Chronicle" contest
that has been promoted by "concerned" students. The document
contained a section that stated individuals could turn in corrections
and suggestions• 'to the suggestion
boxes of the student senate."
This implies that the student
senate endorsed the contest. This is
far from the t,-uth.
Student Senate president Shane

Ross declared at the Friday 13th
senate meeting the senate did not
sponsor the contest and does not
condoneitinanyway.Rossstressed
that the senate and The University
Chronic/eareworkingtogetherpositively for the bettennent of the student body. This was the general
consensus of the full body of the
senate.
Derek Kesig, who is in charge of
theSenate'ssuggestionboxes,stated
that he did not give permission to

Derek Childers and 5 lifeguards
had a great time with kids in the
pool. According to Dr. John Valentine, the coordinatorofthisevent,
it was great to watch the kids having fun together. No prejudice of
race or status, they were just ha ving a good time.

Valentine estimated Saturday their services, to the people who
evening that SSU _had earned ap- worked hard setting this up.from
proximately $3,500 for Project the bosses who allowed employees
Playgroun~ and that does not in- to take work time to work out deelude the long list of services for ', tails, to those who worked hard
sale.
· behind the scenes. SSU can be
proud ofits service to the CommuFrom the people who donated nity.

Play continued from page I

use the boxes. The locks that had
11een on the boxes were being replaced so anyone could attain information from them.
Furthermore, Ross wants any
students with any information on
who placed these flyers around
campus to come forward to him or
other members ofthe senate to find
the student(s) responsible for using Student Senate's name and
assets without properly attaining
permission.
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Russian guests tell of problems after "end of history"
computing. He has visited and taught
at institutions outside Russia on the
As part of the Sixth Annual visiting professorshipprogram, such
International Awareness We'ek, as the University of Copenhagen
SSU sponsored a presentation by (Denmark), the International InstiDr. Alexander F. Khokhlov and Dr. tute for Applied Systems Analysis
Roman G. Strongin from our sister (Austria), and the University of
university, Nizhny Novgorod State Calabria (Italy).
The two speakers presented SSU
University in Russia.
Formerly called Gorky State with a photo album that contained a
University, NNSU was primarily a history of interactions with our sismilitary research institute and was ter institution. The Russian guests
closed to foreigners. Now, in the were presented with gifts from the
spring of 1993 two SSU students Student Programming Board, Stuand one faculty member will travel dent Senate, and SSU.
Khokhlov stated that he origithere as part of our exchange with
our sister institution. SSU will re'! nally was preparing to lecture on
ceive a delegation of two students semi-conductors instead ofRussia• s
and a faculty member from NNSU political change, however this is
what everyone wanted to hear about.
in the fall of 1993.
The Thursday night lecture en- He went on to say that, ''The protitled "Russia, a Year After the cesses ofchange that are going on in
August 1991 Coup,'• was a descrip- Russia are interesting to us (Rustion of life in the largest of the sians], too."
Khokhlov said, "Since the Auformer Soviet republics from the
gust of 1991 coup, one of the most
point of view of a citizen.
Khokhlov, who was the princi- important events is the fact that the
pal speaker, is the Rector (Presi- Soviet Union as a state stopped exdent) ofNNSU and has his Candi- isting. It is important to mention
date of Science (Ph.D.) in Physics what the Soviet Union was; a counand received an advanced degree in try with 300 billion people and 100
semi-conductors. Khokhlov served nationalities." The Soviet Union
on the Congress of People's Depu- was composed of 15 republics with
ties, which was one of Mikhail 50 autonomous areas.
Khokhlov stated that, "The
Gorbachev•s refonns, in the fonner
Soviet Union, from 1989-91.
country [Soviet Union] was fonned
Strongin, who acted as a trans- through a union of several states
lator for Khokhlov, is a pro-rector over a period of centuries.•• After
(Vice-President) ofNNSU and re- the coup "many of these states
ceived his doctorate in cybernetics wanted to become independent.'' In
and received an advanced degree in fact, the when Gorbachev called for
By BUI Holmes
UC News Editor

riod of severe inflation.•• Some
a national referendum on the subject of preserving the union of reeconomists argue that the Russian
publics, 74% of the citizens voted economy is undergoing hyper-inagainst maintaining the current sysflation. The ruble, around the time
of the coup, was approximately
tem.
The first of the Soyiet Union to worth $1.50, by April 100 rubles
file for secession was the Baltic
were worth a dollar, and now apRepublics. The republics, Lithuania, proximately 400 rubles equal a dolLatvia, and Estonia, were captured lar. He stated that "If someone had
by the Red Army in World War II, money in a bank within a year they
had nothing.••
though historically part of the RusThe worst aspect is probably
sian Empire.
TheCongressof People'sDepu- the weakening ofthe education systieshad supported the drive for their - tern. He said that the Soviet Union
independence. The first was had a very good educational sysLithuania. Also, Lithuania has been tem, but after the break up due to
budget cutbacks in the system, the
the first to return control of parliaa
ment to the Democratic Labor Party,
quality has been reduced.
Also, the communist governthe renamed Communist Party.
ment gave security to the graduates
However, when after Russia,
Byelo-Russia, and the Ukraine of the university. "The state gov(which were the Soviet Union's ernment guaranteed a position to
thosewhograduatetheuniversity."
largest three republics) opted for
independence the Soviet Union colHowever, now as a result, many
people are entering a job market
lapsed. Khokhlov said that he bewhere there is little security. Now
lieved one reason that these r:epublics wanted-to secede was to end
competition .is the rule and many
are untrained to exist in a capitalisGorbachev's presidency.
The change occurred fast and
tic society.
Unemployment is a major probthe single party system was destroyed. The Communist Party was lem and that leads to the increase in
outlawed by the current president criminal activity. This unemployment problem touches all walks of
of Russia, Boris Yeltsin. However,
it is now before the Supreme Court life, not just the university student.
of Russia whether that act is constiUnder the previous administratutional.
tion, it was impossible to fire
Khokhlov argued that Russia is someone without the approval of
in serious economic problems. The the trade union, but now layoffs are
ruble has fallen drastically in value
common, as the capitalists streamto the American dollar. The scienline their industries.
tist said that Russia entered "a peFurthermore, the Russian sci-

entist commented that Russia is victim of the brain drain phenomenon.
This occurs when many ofthe brightest and cutting edge specialists leave
the country and go abroad. Khokhlov
pointed out that "200,000 scientists
went away to Western countries."
Many left due to the cut backs within
their field of specialty.
Khokhlov sees hope though for
the future of his ·country. He believes that, though nationalistic
movements exist within his own
country, the process offurther devolution will not occur. Actually, he
feels that the Ukraine will unite with
Russia in time due to their cultural
ties for nearly 300 years. Kiev, the
capital of the Ukraine, is the oldest
Russian city. Their are 70 million
Rmsians outside the state and most of
them are inside the Ukraine.
Though there is hardship for his
nation, the rector stated "Since the
reforms are generally positive it is
appreciated by the pq,ulatiort" His
faith in change is strong and hopeful.
Whenhejested that the worst will only
last I00 years. But he was serioos
when he said, "Russia is a very old
COWltry•• .I hope we will overcome.•'
This was only ooe of the events
that was planned for the International
Awareness Week. Funding for this
event came from the SSU Develq>ment Foundation and the Student Programming Board.
Special thanks needs to be given to
Dr. Hagop S. Pambook:ian, professor
of psychology, for making the event
poosible with his hard wodc.

freelywithpeoplearoundtheworld.
lt'sclearthattheirmaininterestisto
communicatewithAmericanstosee
how we really live. These Soviets
are strikingly similar to you and me,
in every way. They share the same
thoughts, feelings and interests as
we Americans.
And, contrary to popular belief,
they are NOT cold, ruthless communists as we have been led to
believe.
These Soviets, who now live in
the newly formed countries ofRussia, Ukraine and several other smaller
republics, want
much to learn
about Americans. America is now
the model country around which
theywillattempttomoldtheirevolving countries. These Soviets are interested in American music and
movies, politics (believe it or not,
it's ttue!), American television and
clothing, and American life in gen-

you're a good enough writer or if
yourgrammarisn'tperfeet.English
is a second language to many Soviets, so it's doubtful they'd be any
better at English than you are. In
fact, they'd be so happy to receive
your letter that _they wouldn't care
whether or not your grammar is
perfect. If you can spend an hour or
two per week, your reward will be
tremendous when you begin receiving your letters.
You can get started by sending
$5 in cash, check or money order
payable to FATW ( which stands for
Friends Around the World). Send
also your PRINTED name, address,
age sex, and whether you prefer to
write to a male, female, or Soviet
family. Include your phone number in
caseyooneedtobecontactedforany
reason. Confidentiality is guaranteed.
MailallthistoFATW,POBox 1402,
Frieooship, Oh 45630.

Correspond with a new Soviet
By Dennis Day
uc StaffWriter

I want to take a survey. If anyone reading this has friends, please
indicate so by depositing $20 into
my checking account. Just kidding.
What I'm getting at i~ that unless
you are a comatose hermit, you
have friends. How many of you like
to write? Good- plenty of you. ·
If you had a friend in another
partoftheworld, you'd write, would
you not? Suppose this friend had
never seen visited America before.
Would you be able to describe
American life to someone in writing? It's such an easy task that tenyear-0lds do this regularly.
Recently I heard of a newlyformed company which specializes
inpairingAmericanswithSoviets
of the same age so that they may
begin writing to one another. I
thought some SSU students would

beinterestedinlearningmoreabout
this concept. The people who are
currently corresponding with Soviets say it's very interesting and rewarding. To read about life in the
former Soviet Union is truly fascinating. It's all completely confiden- .
tial as well,so no one will know
you 're involved in this, ifthat' s the
way you prefer it.
Would you be interested in writing to a Soviet? Make your decision
AFTER you read this article.
There are tens of thousands of
Soviets of all ages eager to write to
Americans their own age. Imagine
being locked up in a box with little
ornocontactwiththeoutsideworld.
This is how the Soviets were forced
to live for over 70 years. Now, with
therevolutionarynewreformscurrently underway in the former Soviet Union, it's possible for the Soviets to reach out and communicate

very

eral.
You probably think it costs an
arm and a leg to mail letters to the
other side of the world. On the contrary, for just 50 cents, one can mail
a 4 page letteranywhere in the world.
Quite inexpensive, is it not? For the
same token price of a Pepsi or a
candy bar, one can mail a letter to
the other side of the world. And
getting started is not expensive, either. For just $5, you can obtain an
address which will arrive in one to
two weeks.
You' 11 also receive many helpful tips about writing letters, mailing procedures, postal rates, topics
to write about and topics to avoid.
All the guesswork has been eliminated. All you have to do is spend an
hour to write the letter. You can
write once a day, week or month, or
whenever it's convenient for you.
Don't worry if you don't think

Historical Note: In 1873, the Supreme Court ruled that a woman was not constitutiqnally entitled to praciice law. The opinion of Justice Joseph B. Bradley stated: "The natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupations of civil life. The paramount de.filtiny and mission of woman are to fulfill the noble and benign office of wife and mother. This is the law of
the Creator. "
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E-mail can be interesting, you can learn a lot
In the SP._irit of International
Awareness Week. Zhanbo Yang has
written some interesting articles.
Since students don 't have access to
the Electronic Mail system, the UC
thought we would share this one
with you.
Thanks to the Brooklyn-based
Wonton Food., China will soon have
fortune cookies.
Until now, the cookies, which
capoffjustabouteverymeal inmost
of America's 30,000 Chinese restaurants, have been unknown and
have gone untasted in China. Like
hot dogs, pizza, and more particularly, chop suey, they are essentially
American concoctions.
But Wonton Foods, which produces a million fortune cookies a

day in New York, has decided to go
east with the fortune cookie. "We
just signed a joint-venture agreement with the Guangzhou Municipal Foodstuffs Machinery Corp. to
build and operate a fortune cookie
plant,'' said Donald H. Lau, the
company's vice president. He said
he expected production to begin in
about eight months.
Lau said he did not believe the
fortunes needed to be approved by
government or party censors.
"Those days are over," he said.
Still, he noted, in terms of style, the
Chinese fortunes are more elliptical than the American variety, which
essentially foretell in a straight forward manner good health, growing
wisdom, increasing riches, much

love and ever greater sexiness.
He offered a few of the Chinese
fortunes picked at random: "True
fold fears no fire," "Heaven never
seals all exits," "The only way to
catch a tiger cub is to go into the
tiger's den,'' and '' Constant grinding can turn an iron rod into a
needle." Asked whether turning rods
into needles was good or bad, he
replied, "I don't know."
In anticipation of starting up in
Guangzhou, Wonton's partners in
the booming Chinese city have sent
many hundreds of fortunes to Lau to
be translated into English. The idea
is to have each cookie contain a
fortune printed on one side in Chinese and the other in English, because the first customers are ex-

pected to be hotels and restaurants in
China and Hong Kong that cater to
foreigners and overseas Chinese.
While it is generally accepted
that the first cookie was made in this
century by Chinese immigrants to
the United States, some writers have
contended that the development here
echoed an ancient event in Chinese
history. It occured in the 12th century, when, during a revolt against
the Mongols, rebel monks passed
conspiratorial plans in moon cakes.
Moon cakes, however, look more
like cinnamon buns than fortune
cookies.
A more specific account, altogether ignoring any notion of a culinary subconscious, credits George
Jung with inventing the fortune

cookie at the Hong Kong Noodle
Co., which he founded in Los Angeles in 1916. According to '' Madam
Chu' s Chinese Cooking School,•• a
book by Grace Zia Chu, Jung came
up with the cookie either to cheer up
customers depressed by World War
I orto keep them amused while they
waited for their orders.
Three years ago, an entrepeneur
in Hong Kong began importing fortune cookies and selling them as
luxury items in a chain of fancy
delicatessens, They were advertised
as "Genuine American Fortune
Cookies.''
Source: The New York
Tinres via San Jose Mercury
News, 11/09/92

From the desk .of the Student Senate Secretary==============
ate to appear in this or any publication.
It is for that reason the senate
decided to host an open forum. The
message sent to the senate when no
one appeared at the Open Forum was
''The Student Senate is taking care of
us 800 everything is to be alright.'•
Individuals in decision-making
roles, rather it be in a particular department at this university or in the State
House, thrive on student apalhy. And
why shouldn't they? Tuition can
raise at SSU and only fifty student
travel to Columbus to protest, only a

handful atteoo Tuition Open F ~ ,
and ooly a couple of students attend
SSU Board of Trustee meetings. So
what is the point to all of this? Your
vote made a difference last Tuesday,
think of the possibilities on you local
800 state levels. Get involved! Do not
depeoo on others to tell you what is or
is not happening. Find out for yourself,
ask question! If you persist, you will
get the answers.
A great way to get i.11voived is
atteoooneofthemonthly Inter-Council meeting ofclubs andorganizatiom.
Hosted by the Student Senate, 1he

Would you believe the Bureau of Indian Affairs, with a private drug company, wanted to inoculate Oglala
Sioux children with a new, unlicensed Hepatitis A vaccine without telling them they are part of an experiment
to test the safety of this vaccine and without giving their parents consent forms in their own language?

Lost --Old
English Sheep dog
Name-----Mick

Election '92. It is history. And
what a page in history it will be. More
voter cast their votes than anticipated and college-aged students took
an active role in politics as well. But
that is on the national level. Apathy
among Shawnee State students is
wide spread. The first Student Senate open forum was a bomb. Not on
our pait, but on thepartoftheuniversity community.
All student senators were present
Monday,Nov. 2 to answer any questions the university community might
have. No one came to ta question/

answer session that had been publicized in The University Chronicle
and had signs plastered on campus.
Granted, some members of the
university community were never
exposed to the ads for one reason or
another. But our recognized clubs
and organizations were notified by
letter more than two weeks prior.
this is not a failure on the part of the
Student Senate. The senators were
there. It is •. npossible for the senate
to meet with each student and it is
impossible for each piece of information regarding the Student Sen-

Human Rights have to be protected

In June, a Federal Judge ruled in favoroffour performance artists whose grants from the National Endowment
for the Arts had been revoked because of new "decency" standards set by law. The judge upheld the Center for
Constitutional Rights argument that·the law violated the First and Fifth Amendments because it was too vague
and overbroad in restricting artists' freedom of speech. He said in his opinion, "The right of artists to challenge
conventional wisdom and values is a cornerstone of artistic and academic freedom ... '·
In the Filartiga case, the Center for Constitutional Rights established the principle that foreign tyrants and
torturers could be sued in the U.S. for torturing and murdering their own people in violation of international law.
Then the Center tracked down the notorious Guatemalan General Hector Gramajo and sued him for gross human
rights violations in killing and torturing thousands of his countrymen and for the unspeakable torture and rape
of Sister Dianna Ortiz, an Ursuline nun working with the poor in Guatemala.
When thousands of refugees fled the terrors of the illegal military government of Haiti, the U.S. Government
forcibly returned them to face ongoing political persecution. A Federal Court of Appeals upheld CCR' s argument
that repatriation violated U.S. law. The Center is.defending this decision all the way to the Supreme Court, as
well as a related case in which the government denied refugees the right to counsel.
This information is from the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR). The CCR is a non-profit legal and
educational organization dedicated to advancing and protecting the rights guaranteed by the United States
Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.------If you would like to support the Center's work
in defending the Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights you can send a tax deductible
donation to: Center for Comtitutional Rights, 656-66 Broadway, New York, New York I 0012. Their telephone
number is (212) 614-6464.

There is no Sports Page this week_ due to a death in the family of
Tom Davis., UC Sports Editor. The UC offers its sympathies.

meeting is an avenue for clubs and
organizations to discuss ideas and
student issues. The next meeting is
Friday, Nov. 22. It will begin at I :00
pm in the Micklethwaite Banquet
Hall. All are welcomed and encouraged to atteoo.
Th!StudentSenate isalwaysavailable800 welcome your questions and
comments. Contact the Student
Senate by phone or by stopping in
the office. The Studeiit Senafo ofnee is manned more than thirty
hours a week and is located on level
one of the University Center.

· LOST

Please return for
REWARD
Call 353-3680

·--------------------·
Free

Ask for Shari

BABY PAN! PAN!

And A Single 32 oz soft drink
with the purchase of a Baby Pan! Pan!

and a single 32 oz 10ft drink at the Regular
Menu price.
Please request free Baby Pan! Pan! and Drink
when ordering. Not valid with any other coupon
offers.

expires 11-23-92

~Y!!.~

Valuable Coupon

·--------------------·
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Chronicle gives first Good Samaritan Award
By Robert Gambill
UC Business Manager

In today's dog eat dog world,
there are so very few people who
are willing to help their fellow man
in a time of need. Those who do
lend a helping hand in a crisis stand
head and shoulders above the rest.
There 1s such a person on campus here at SSU, his name 1s Roger
Scherer, professor of Plastics Engineering Technology.
Recently it was brought to The
Chronicle 's attention that Scherer
had gone out of his way to help
some lost travelers. Security Chief
Lt. Stephen Cooper said, "We got
a call that there was a car broke
down in the parking lot -and when
we arrived Roger was already there.
" It was raining outside and there
was Roger, dressed really nice, laying on the wet pavement m the rain
trying to fix these ladies car.
Apparently all the road construction had confused them and
gotten them lost," Cooper said.

a person feel good to see the average
Joe Citizen doing so much for someone they've never met," said Cooper.
~==============:"I Ohe of the Maintenance staff, who didn't
wish to be identified,
said, "When Lt. Cooper
and I got there, he had
already fixed the car.
Scherer was in a suit
working on this car, not
work clothes but a suit.
These twoelderly ladies,
from Kentucky, were
L;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====:.I probably in their 60's or
Uo ~l!r ·c_hi:n:.r,Am,clah: Pn r m ,r nr
70'sandhadnoideawhat
tic Engineering, receives a certificate from UC to do but Roger helped
Editor Kerecz, for the Faces on Campus Award. them out. In my opinion
he's a true gentleman."
We at The University Chronicle
muffler off and put it in their trunk,
then gave them directions to where would personally like to commend
they where going.''
Roger Scherer for his kindness and
"In this day and age of hate and his unselfish deed. You are truly a
violence, there are so few Good credit to the staff of SSU and the
Samaritans out there. It really makes surrounding community.
"From what I can tell their muffler
was broken, Roger tried to wire it
up, but that didn't work. He took the

.

-

Chronicle Shorts========
Sigma Phi Gamma to
give scholarship

A $750 scholarship was
extabl ished and is now available to
assist a Pike County woman of25
years of age or older who is planning or is enrolled in either a degree
program or vocational studies for
the purpose of entering the job
market The scholarship will be

based on the apllicant's potential,
ambition, background, and financial need.
Requirements to apply are:
Female
Resident of Pike Co.
25 years or older
Full-time student ·
Have financial need
Two recommendations--not

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches a'nd snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. • 9:00 p .m , Monday thrn Thursda)·
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m ., Friday
11 a.m. • 4 p.m., Saturday

/11 the University Center

Big J & Pepsi $.99 -- Footer $1.25

Jean's

relatives.
Write essay:
"Why I Feel the Need" for
said scholarship.
Be making satisfactory academic progress
Apply by Jan. 15, 1993
Decision made by the Iota Eta
Scholarship Committee will be final. The $750 will be paid directly
to the college for the Spring session.
You may pickup an application
in the Financial Aid Department,
2ndjlo9r ofthe University Center.

New Vice President

named

01

.-11

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. - 11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

~ 0%

off to

SSU students, faculty and staff

By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

"The Bears Care" is our new
slogan. You see it on all our new
post~rs and on recycling bins. And
recycling seems to be a great idea.
I say seems to be because of an
article I read in The National College Magazine.
AccordingtoanarticlebyElizabeth Keller of the University of
South Dakota, universities across
the nation have started recycling
programs only to find they are very
expensive. At UCLA, they spent
$ I00,000 dollars on theirrecycling
program in the 1990-91 school
year.When they counted how much
money they received from the recycling program at the end of the
year, they received $7,217.
At New York University,
they've found that the money
earned doesn't come near what
they spend. The coordinator, Carl
Hultberg believes it to be caused
by laws that favor non-renewable
sources. Hultberg believes that a
government-subsidized program
recycling program would increase
recycling and interest in upgrading
the recycling industry.
There were more examples in
Keller's story, butlwon'tboreyou
with them, they were gloomy. It
made me think of our own new
recycling program. While the purand was awarded both a Master's
and Ph.D. from Kent State University where he later became Comptroller.
Creamer has also served as Director oflnternal Auditing at Kent
State and as Auditor for the Inspector General, U.S. Department of
Education, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. He
is a Certified Public Accountant.

David K. Creamer, Ph.D, is the
new Vice President of Business
Thanksgiving Dinner
Affairs of Shawnee State Univerfor community
sity and Treasurer of its Board of
Everyone is welcome to attend a
Trustees.
Creamer, most recently Con- · community Thanksgiving dinner at
troller and University Secretary of the First United Methodist Church.
Iowa State University, is a native
Seventh and Gay Streets (Use
Ohioan.
the
Gay St. Door) 11 :30 a.m. He is a graduate of Ohio University with a BBA in Accounting
I :00p.m. on Thanksgiving Day.
Cost: Free

Back To School Specia,
$15. 95 oil change special

!ncludes oil.filter and up to Jive quarts of

Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

ram: will it work for us.

oil complete chassis lube
available at

Knittel's BP Service Center

C=l

-

Knitte1'1 Radiator & Air Condidonlng Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue
Knittel's Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 I Ith Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

I 0% discount on labor with ~U ID

r---------.
.
~0% SAVINGS:

I ON ART SUPPLIES I
I
at
I

:Majestic Paint Center:
I 928 Gallia Street
I
I
Open 8 - 5:30
Sat. 8- 5
I Phone 353-7180 UC

I
I
I
I

. _________ .

pose of the program is to reduce
waste, if it doesn't come close to
offsetting the cost, what will happen to the recycling project here?
Dr. Veri's State of the University
address told us we are broke, will
we continue a program that is too
expensive?
So, I talked to Sharon Garmon,
Social Sciences secretary and a
member of the committee who set
up the recycling program. She reassured me that SSU has spent a
minimal amount of money on this
project. Pepsi donated the big plastic bins (like the one in Massie·s
lobby). Those are made from recycled plastic bottles. Students and
staff are volunteering to be monitors of the recycling bins. They
will bring all recyclable to one
spot for pick-up. Star Recycling is
picking up the recyclable for the
price of the materials. So, that is
free, too. The only cost has been
the cardboard boxes, which have
been placed in all buildings on
campus. The boxes with lids are
for aluminum cans and the ones
without lids are for typing and
white paper.
According to Gannon, the committee had many people come and
speak to them about the best way to
nm a recycling program. And from
the sound ofit, they may have.

This day in history

November IS, 1777 - The Continental Congress of the United States
adopted the Articles of Confederation, the forerunner to the American
Constitution.
November 16, 1933 - The United
States government opens diplomatic
relations with the Soviet Union.
Woodrow Wilson refused to extend
diplomatic relations after the Bolshevik Revolution.
November 17, 1969-The United
States and the Soviet Union open the
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
{SALT) in Helsinki, Finland.
November 18, 1901 -The United
States and Great Britain sign the HayPauncefote Treaty that allowed the
United States control over the Panama
Canal, which was originally a joint
venture between Britain and the U.S-.
November 19, I 919 -The United
States Senate refuses to ratify the
Treaty ofVersailles, due to the clause
that formed the League of Nations.
November 20, 1962 - President
John F. Kennedy lifts the naval blockade of Cuba, during the Cuban Missile
Crisis. After, the Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev promised to remove
nuclear missile cites out ofCuba within
30 days.

News
Veri continued from page I

When the Reaccredidation
Committee comes on Jan 25-27,
Veri hopes to- be reaccredited for
IO years,
" Rightsizing" Shawnee organization is another goal, however
Veri wants to keep "service to
students at the forefront." This
will be accomplished several ways.
Not filling positions when people
leave, reorganizing departments
(like Student Affairs this fall), early
retirement, and repositioning
people into grant-funded positions,
like Barb Bradbury who is now
director of the Upward Bound program.
Veri did admit, when the UC
talked to him later, lay-offs are a
possibility, but Veri implied they
would be a last resort.
Veri gave some very interesting statistics about SSU. In 1992,
enrollment was 3636, after withdrawals. That is up from 3441 in
1991.
Ninety-one percent of the students are from Ohio. 71 % are from
Scioto County, and 65% are nontraditional students (those under 18
or over 25). Veri commented about
the "graying population ofSSU."
Twenty-five students come
from foreign coW1tries. SSU has
the lowest tuition among public
Wliversities in the state of Ohio.
Miami University has the highest.
Veri also talked about the Ohio
Board of Regents and their growing role at SSU. The OBR's plan,
"Managing for the Future," orga-1

nizes higher education into one system. It gives more direction to the
campuses on how to conduct dayto-day business, giving the OBR
more control of state Wliversities
and colleges. In Veri's opinion,
'' ...We will be in less control of our
destiny, and more controlled by
Columbus.''
Money to pay for administration, academic programs, student
services, and the facilities comes
from student fees, gifts, grants, and
endowments, and state fW1ding.
Veri took special care to explain
his discretionary or "slush" fund.
The President is given $15;ooo to
fWld special projects. Invitations to
the Vern Riffe Program, his trip to
Russia with Dr. Pambookian, are
examples of things paid for by this
fund.
SSU is in a very serious situation
financially. Several errors have been
foWld in the records books dated
before '92.
First, duplicate revenue had been
recorded, then in the restricted accounts Federal cash draws and
adjsutments were not properly reflected, grant accoW1ts were expended in excess ofsponsored funds
received, and there was an auditor's
error that amoW1ted $281,000.
When asked later why these errors were not caught in the previous
audits, Veri referred the UC to Dr.
Dave Creamer, Vice President of
Business Affairs. But, Veri did say
that Finance and Facilities Committee were pursuing the question, and

were going to discuss that with the
auditors.
Creamer said that the auditteam,
from Coopers and Lybrand, one of
the top six accounting firms in the
country, was unfamiliar with the
type of record keeping done here
and in most government offices.
Creamer also said that the auditors were given inaccurate statements. ''There were clues given [that
things were wrong] , but they were
not picked up.
In 92, there was a revenue shortfall of$23 2,097. There were budget
over expenditures amoWlting to
$1 I 3,855. There wasn't an excess
revenues at the end of the year,
although a staff member from Business Affairs had assured Veri that
there would be over $500,000. With
this misinformation, Veri proposed
to the Board this money be used for
the 4% salary increase, and it was
approved.
Veri said that half of that amount
has 'been returned through unpaid
furloughs.
In a meeting late last week with
Veri, Tess Midkiff, President of the
UAS, and Vicky Stacy the representative of CWA, Shane Ross Student
Senate president asked Veri who
would do the work, while an administrator or staff member was away.
Veri replied that before the Board of
Trustees approves a leave they look
at job coverage.
Veri also said that so far 34
administrators and 5 CW A members have taken Wlpaid furloughs,

$1"000

IN JUST C>t,,IE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

Air Co2f1itioning

camplrr.indllmn an4AI,

lll!nlna

$15.95 Oil Change Special

Includes oil filter and u_p to S 9uarts
of oil and complete clia1si1 lube

No obligation. No c01t
You allO geta FREE

HEADPHONE RADIO

justfor calli~
1-800-932.;(1S28, Ext. 6S

2026 Robinson Ave. 354-1230

10% discount on labor wiJh SSU m

$18,038,065. This gives a deficit of
$760,792.
,
Ifthe Board ofTrustees approves
the use ofthe reserve fund ($532,042
is available), SSU will still have a
deficit of $228,750.
Veri's recommendations for
compensating for the defecit are as
follows:
I . Reduce expenses and determine what is essential for serving
students.
2. "Rightsize" the organization
and staff.
3. Increase class sizes, although
there hasn't been a minimum set,
yet.
4. Raise tuition and fees to the
maximum allowed.
5. Publicly support tax increases
when proposed by the General Assembly.
6. Deal with FY 93 now. Veri
called a.meeting with his vice presidents to begin discussions on the
best way to deal with the situation.
In Veri's words "The Golden
Days of Shawnee State are gone.''
Veri ended his speech by reading a letter from, Gary Billiter, a
recent graduate ofSSU. He is now
attending law school and ranked in
the top third when he took the admissions test.

The University Chronicle
CLASS/f'/EDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

For Sale: Emerson digital por-

4823. Ad.

~ion is Mina, who, not to anyone's
Turks.
surprise, falls for the Count.
While out slaying the masses,
I hate to ruin the ending of a
some of the Turks send a message
to his wife saying that her husband, good movie, but this is not a good
movie in my opinion. So let's ruin
Dracule, has been slain. Feeling she
has nothing left to live for she hurls the ending. The vampire gets killed
herself from the castle, plunging to in the end by the vampire hW1ter
and the help of his so-called love
her death.
Mina (never trust a woman who's
This is where the gore begins.
Feeling that God has betrayed him,
married to a mottal and sucks up to
with the death of his wife, he de- avampire).Ifyoudon'thaveanthing
noW1ces God and wigs out. What to do and want to go see a good
follows is a long-drawn out story of movie, don't go to this one because,
a lonely old man (and I do mean . like Dracula, IT SUCKS.
old), who has been homey for some
Knittel's
time now. The object of his affec-

RAISEACOOL

and more volunteers have come in
since his speech on Tuesday.
Also at this meeting Veri said he
had heard that CW A and the UAS
were willing to discuss not taking
their yearly pay raise.
This summer the Board came up
with several measures to cut back on
costs.
According to the figures given
none of the projected savings were
reached. For instance, the Board
estimated they would save $188,000
by going to the 4 day work week this
summer. In actuality, SSU' saved
only $144,000. According to Veri,
this was due to the fact that the
Board used low estimates of energy
costs.
Veri said in his speech, that the
'91-'92 budget was balanced by using to reserve account. He went on
to explain that the reserve fWld was
established to handled emergencies
such as this.
The Board will vote on Dec 7 to
decide whether or not to use the rest
of the reserve accoW1t to balance the
budget. Ifapproved, Veri said in his
speech, "We will have no fiscal
flexibility whatsoever."
For this year (or FY 93), expensesare projected at$} 8,798,857.
SSU's revenue is estimated at

table CD player $35. Movies, VHS
format, more than 500 titles to choose
from $10 each. Call Daniel at 259-

Dracula SUCKS
By Robert Gambill
UC Business Manager
The new movie of Bram
Stoker's Dracula is now out on
screens everywhere. This fiim is
advertised as a romantic-horror
film, although it seemed, at times,
more of a porn-horror. Dracula
boasts such stars as Gary Oldman
as the vampire Dracula, Keanu
ReevesasJonathan, Winona Ryder
as his fiancee,' and laterwife, Mina,
Anthony Hopkins as the doctor and
vampire hunter Dr. Van Helsing,
and lastly, the lusty Lucy portrayed
by Sadie Frost.
The special effects were spectacular but the story line I felt was
lacking somewhat. The fihn is set
in London and in Transylvania and
spans a time period from 14621898. The film starts out with
Dracule, a paladin (for all you heathen, unknowing people, a paladin
is a christian knight, sworn to protect the church and it's beliefs)
going off to do battle with the
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Needed Decent woman to ~elp care
for man and his charming 7-year old
son. Must enjoy living in relative
seclusion in woods, appriciate nature,
60-?0's rock 'n' roll. Correspondent
031--UC Office. Ad.
Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this
weekend.
Total woman seeks the company
of a metaphysical man who understands nature religionsand nude drumming. Meet these guidelines, write
me. Correspondent 028. Reply to the
University Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
For Sale: 2 Computers-- I IBM
PC with color monitor. Also,
OKIDATA MooreatMooreatMoore
at 574-6429. Both in excellent condition. Ad.
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash

and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
ex[erience, great prices, hotels and

destinations. Call I (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Young single white male seeks
wild, yet demare female, preferably
platinum blonde or auburn hair, interested in meaningful, somewhat lonetenn relationship. Like music, dancing send, number, and picture to
correspondent 030--UC Office. Ad.
Congratulations to the happy
couple onthe upcoming event. Julie
Klaiber and Rich Pence all welcome
Baby Alex.
Practically new dishwasher. Sears
Kenmore almond color with black door,
gave $450 new asking $300 still under
factory warranty. Call 614-858-5233
Ad.
Early American loveseat and
chair. Brown, tan and rust color.
Execellent condition. Paid $900 new
asking $250 614-858-5233 call evenings. Ad.
.To the conservative P.Davld
Shope and Joseph Varacalll---All ·
your republican cronies lost! HA HA
HA-Do you know why? Because all
their trickle down bull shit hurt all the
Real American Families, Ad.
YoTonyllke,thewaveshavecome
to a sudden stop. May the waves oflife
come crashing down on you! Later
Babe! Ad.
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Madonna: Champion _
of the First Amendment~~===~~==
Madonna has done just about
everything in her eventful
thirtysomething-year lifespan. She
has taken the world by storm with
her free-spirited, always-try-something-new philosophy.
It all began in October of 1982,
with the release of the 12" single of
"Everybody."Itwasn'tuntil 1983
that she really hit, though, with the
single· 'Holiday," butthe one song
that really launched her to stardom
was her first #1 single, "Like a
Virgin." After she released "Cruy
For You," from the Vision Quest
soundtrack, True Blue (1986) hit
the charts, with four powerful
tracks, "La Isla Bonita," "Open
Your Heart," "Papa Don't

Preach," and "Live to Tell."
MTV to the point of overkill, but triggering the moral majority (big
After the 1987 remix fr;;;;;;iii,iii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~====:il joke) to try to keep it
album, You Can Dance-,
off library shelves,
but its $50 price tag
Madonna wasn't heard
from in nearly two years.
will probably keep it
Then the controversial
off of a lot of private
"Like a Prayer" video
b.
shelves. She also has
came out, causing great disa new album, Erntic.a,
turbances in the Catholic
(;)
which is released in
two different verchurch. Many felt the 1989
sions.
alburn of the same name
, Guess why. The
was her most personal
work. It released two other singles, people liked it, anyway. Then came music industry is bowing to pressure
"Express Yourself' and "Cher- "Justify My Love," the sultry song from parents' groups again.
ish.''
and video of 1991, which caused an
Anyway, this is a review for the
It was 1990 when "Vogue" uproar with just about everyone.
album she made, not the censors.
swept the nation. The single, taken
Now, after all that, she has to
The lead-off single and title track,
from I'm Breathless, the music from take everything one step further. "Erotica," is actually a "Justify My
the film Dick Tracy, was played on She's got a new book,~. which is Love" clone, but it's better. The mu-

sic is good, the words are . . . well,
they're Madonna's. The rest of the
songs are pretty good, including gems
like "Where Life Begins," "Thiefof
Hearts," "Secret Garden," and
"Rain." The album also includes a
remake ofthe classic Peggy Lee song,
"Fever."
As usual, Madonna is still producing great dance music. Em.tica is no
different, except, of course, that it's a
little nastier, but her style hasn't
changed a whole lot, but that's actually a good thing for her. Overall,
is a great album, and I encourage picking a copy up soon. ****
•••••-Adoredit. ••••-Lovedit.
••*-Liked it, ••-It was okay. •-Returned it. 0 stars-Burned it

Music! Music! I need more
music! The last few weeks have
been slow as far as new releases
go, but I expect things to pick up
for the holidays. So "BEAR"
with me and I will try to provide
you with more and wider varieties
of music for review.
No\V on with this weeks reviews. I've got rap and rock to
offer to you, so get it, listen to it,
and enjoy!
Whut? Thee Album, from
Redman, starts out pumping and
doesn't hardly let up until the end
of the album. Redman hits you
hard with a sound that isn't your
usual hip-hop, but raw rap straight

from the street. I reaily brought my
Keith Richards' new solo alhouse down with r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;....::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.__,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.,
the
tracks
"Time 4 Sum
A ks i o_n,''
''rated
R,''
"Jam4 U," and
"Blow Your
Mind." You
even get a
double dose of
Blow
Mind
when
Redman comes back at you with bum, Main Offender, comes as
"Blow Your Mind, the Remix." If no surprise, as it is the smokey
you want your rap strong and hard, back alley bar rock we've all
Redman Whut? Thee Album is it. come to expect from Keith's
•u
solo albums: Thealbumisn'twith-

out it's good moments, starting out
withacatchytunetitled "999." Later
you ·get a lively reggae sound from
''Words of Wonder.''
"Bodytalks" also brings you a
good beat. With Main Offender Keith
hasn't made any great strides in music
but its still a good albwn, especially if
you are a fan of the Stones or Keith.

reach out and grab you with an icy-hot
touch. The music doesn't stop there.
Jon and the fellas rock and roll you to
"I'll Sleep When I'm Dead,"
"Woman In Love," "Fear," and
''Blame It On The Love of Rock and
Roll."
Keep The Faith definitely shows
some musical growth by Bon Jovi
and It will probably become one of
their best albums.

ton

Music! Music! I need more music!===================

BILL KNITTEL'S Bf
Ce1mplete Mechanical Work

· AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
· EXHAUST SYSTEMS
•BRAKES
· BATTERIES
· ACCESSORIES
· TUNE-UPS
· UNDERCOATING

P

Auditions for Choir
Winter quarter auditions for the SSU Choir will
take place Tuesday Nov. 24
6 to7 in the Music
Center, Massie Hall, Room 10. Spaces are available
for all _voice parts; Anyone with a conflict with the
audition time should contact the conductor, Shirley
Crothers, ext 212.

from

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & \\'allt>r Sis.

Porlsmoulh

This space
available for rent

22l

& HOME
GENESIS OXYGEN
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

[II

- . ~ ,14'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Celified Technicians
24-llour Emergency Service
Oxygen Concentrators
Portable Oxygen Systems
Size D, E Tanks
Aerosol USN Units
Suction Unils
llumidifiers/\'aporizers
Air Purifiers

P.O. nox H2'\

• 1'.E.N.S. llnils &
Supplies
• Beds
• Commodes

• Walking Aids

• .-\pnea Monitor
• Geriatrics &
Pediatric Supplies
• \lonthly Visils

PORTSMOUTII, omo 45(162

61·!-5~ i-43._;3 • FAX 6t4•353·193R
I>•" ·2AA-67~7 · 1 nlll.'iA 6o6-M8·9303
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Well the boys in Bon Jovi have
done it again, they've made another
album that's round for the top of the
charts.
Keep The Faith is an album with
several potential number one hits.
Ballads such as "In These Anns,"
''Bed of Roses,'' and ''Dry County''

••••

I would like to thank Tim Shephard
andShephard'sSoun<fworks, 905 Gallia
Street for providing me with music for
review. All these albums and many more
are available at Shepard's.

Concerts=====:;:::;:===:;:::
·=
.
Saturday Nov. 21, 9:30 p.m.'

Megadeth w/ special guest
Suicidal Tendencies

Sunday, November 22, 7:30
p.m. (doors open 6:30 p.m.)
· Cincinnati Gardens
Reserved Seat Tickets on sale
now at all Ticketrnaster outlets,
The Gardens Box Office or by
phone: 513-749-4949

Coming Soon at Thompson's
Bar, 811 Murray St.

Muddle Pudding

2 a.m.
Coming Soon at Bogart's
Wrathchild America
Friday Nov. 27, 7:30 p.m.
Asia w/ Medicine Meo
Saturday Nov. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Sepultura w/ Murphy's Law
Sunday Nov. 29, 7 p.m.
Danzig w/ Kyuss
Monday Nov. 30, 7 p.m.
Bogart's 24-hour hotline 513281-8400

John S. Temponerasll[
M.D., FACOG
Board certified in Gynecology
Now Accepting new Patients
614-353-6220 or 614-353-2900

1004 - 24th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
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Muddle Pudding:Making music that means son,ething

When listening to music most
people want fantasy, relaxation, or
simply to rock and have a good time.
Me, I like son1ething with a little
substance.
I like to learn from music, I want
it to make me "feel life" -real life. I
guess you could call me, in the words
of Steve Free of Muddle Pudding,
''ah old hippie, a radical, liberal hellraiser."
There are few bands who have
enough talent to entertain, as well as
give you something with substance
to listen to.Muddle Pudding is, without question, the best. They are the
most superior, the most entertaining
band I've heard in a long, long time.

Muddle Pudding gives all they
have. This band has a social conscience and enjoy what they do. They
give and give to their audience which

Hotlicks.
Freewhowritesmostofthe band's
music, says he is compelled to write
about Native Americans, politics, the
environment, and
real people--the
'Yorking
class
people.Freetoldme
he tried to write a
by
love song but, of
course, this man
who is socially
aware, with a giant
I.!;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~ heart, was unable.
Instead he wrote his
was appropriate this past weekend·
brand of love song--a song about a
when they traveled over 700 miles to
man who lost his factory job due to
foreign imports. _
play for SSU's benefit Hoops and

Free served in the Air Force
during the Vietnanl Conflict. He is a
graduate of Ohio University with a
degree in History. He performs for
many charities from orphans to veterans. He is a member of the
Greenpeace Activist Network and
on the Arts and Social Change Conlmittee of Appalachia Ohio Public
Interest Campaign.
Free also works with and performs for Piketon/Portsmouth Residents for Environmental Safety and
Security(PRESS)and various groups
on the East Coast such as Earth
Alliance and Del-A-Ware.
Muddle Pudding presently is
recording with Phidelity Records

UC: What happens to the people
he dispossesses?
JB: Well, there are three different
things that can happen. He can kick
them out of the body entirely. He can
swap bodies with them. Or they
might both stay in the body, but Ax.is
is in control.
UC: That doesn't sound like
something your average hero would
do.
JB: Axis isn't really a hero, the
way we think of heroes. We call him

a "villain of circumstance."
UC: Is there anything else we
should kno~ about Axis?
JB: Nothing important. Oh, he
has this plan to create a master race
of mutants to rule the world.
UC: These little details make a
difference.Whoelseisinthe strip?
Any cute duckies or bunnies?
JB: Nab. Axis has a friend
called Bender. He manipulates
light.
UC: What about you?
JB: No, I can't manipulate
light. What are you, crazy?
UC: No, I mean tell us about
yourself. What are you majoring
in?
JB: I'm hoping to get in a lot of
art classes. I think I'd like to teach
art someday.
UC: Who are the major influ•
ences on your art?
JB: Well, I like Ron Lim real
well. John Byrne iS)l great artist.
And my favorite is Todd

Real Life

Donna Kerecz

and is made up of talent from Philadelphia and locally from Duck Run.
Free sings lead vocal as well as plays
guitar and harmonica, Jonathan
Starkey guitar and vocals, Jo Jo Pero
drums,Chris''Buck''Friedrickbass,
Jolmny Todd lead guitar, Nate Free
bass and Jamie Massey percussion.
I can not think of a group of
music lovers who wouldn't fall in
love with the talents ofMuddle Puddling.
If you were unlucky enough to
miss Muddle Pudding last weekend, look for them this weekend,
Nov. 20 and 21, at Thompson's in
Portsmouth.

The Chronicle presents Jason Burgess and Brian Farmer
By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor
Recently, Jason Lee Burgess,
not knowing any better,joined The
Chronicle staff. Jason says he's
been drawing'' since he could hold
a pencil" but didn't get serious
until he joined the paper.
We seem to have inspired him,
if you can imagine such a thing. On
November 23rd, The University
Chronicle presents a new actionad venture comic strip entitled

"Ax.is."
Brian Farmer will write the snip
while Jason supplies the artwork.
UC: ·So what will the strip be
about?
JB: Brian could explain it better
than I could, since he created the
characters and the storyline, but I'll
try. It's about Axis.
Ax.is is a
thousand-year-old immortal who has
strongpsychic powers. He can also
transfer his life-essence into other
people's bodies.

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRU-
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}'::lJRITERS
WATCHES
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STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER
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•

B&B INC. 837GalliaSt.
Portsmouth
353-4250
open 6 days a week
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Macfarlane.
UC: Any hobbies?
JB: I collect comics.
UC: We'd never have guessed
that one.
JB: I alsodoalotofrole-playing
games. I draw, of course. And I read
a lot. I like Asimov and Bradbury.
Tolkein's my favorite.
UC: Anything else our readers
should know about yoo?
JB: I'mmaniedandihaveason.
And I love them both very much.

----,-.--------,
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Been Drinking
Too Much?

·n1=·-._

~_::---

Call the Counseling Center
Massie 218, or call 355-2213
or 355-2539.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE! !
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs l-800-327-6013 .

·Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages . Earn MONEY and ·
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing. 800-423-5264

CELEi~~h~USQUARE

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus
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Philosopher argues for due process in the work place===================
By Bill Holmes

uc News Editor

Wednesday Nov. 4, SSU we!comed Patricia Werhane, the Henry
J. WirtenbergerProfessorofBusiness Ethics, from Loyola UniversityofChicago. Werhanepresented
the lecture "Problems with Distinction Between the Public and
Private Spheres,'' in the Flohr Leeture Hall.
The subject of the lecture was
the rights ofdue process to workers
in the private sector. The due process that most individuals are familiar with is in the court system as
outlined in Article VI of the Bill of
Rights.
Due process according to
Werhane is, "The right to a hearing, a trial, or grievance procedure,
oranappealwhenthere'sadecision
concerning you." Werhane continues by saying that due process, ''is
also substantive -- a demand for
fairness and good reasons. I'm going to ask a very simple question.
[Since] it is ... a right mandated for
the public sector of the economy...
why is it not mandated foremployees, the private sector of the

economy? Why is it not a universal
rightforeveryemployeeeverywhere
in our economy?" (The private sectorteferstonon-governmentjobsin
the industrial and service area).
Werhane argues for a grievance
procedureforprivatesectoremployees.Traditionally,intheprivatesector an individual could be dismissed
from a job without reason. This is
part of the common law known as
employment by will. Werhane says
"This principal states that unless
there is a contract, law, or another
agreement the employer has the right
to fire, hire, promote, and demote
employees without having to give
any reason at all. They can do it for
bad reasons, good reasons, or no
reason 'cause you never have to tell
why."
The only outlet an employee
currently has in the private sector is
the court system. However, unless
there is a form oflaw or statute that
is violated the courts tend to side
with the employers.
For instance, the Safeway grocery chain was bought by a small
group of individuals that restruc-

tured the company. Many people
whohaddevotedservicetothecompany lost their jobs.
According to Werhane, "Before the buy-out Safeway was a
highly profitable company, which
was doing really, really well. So
there wasn'tareasonforthisbuyout. But, as a result of the buyout...the shareholders netted an average of 400% on their investment,
in the process though 10,000 employees were fired.
Some were rehired at lower
wages, mostly as part-time employees so they lost their benefits.
Thousands were unemployed. Most
of the people were long-time employees who had been with
Safeway for over 15 years." She
went on to say that " ... they were
fired without notice, without any
grievance procedures, without any
opportunity to appeal."
Werhane said, ''Some things
thatseemfaironeconomicgrounds,
may be questionable on political
ground, or on the basis of hwnan
rights."
She wants the system to allow

the grievance process, in the private
sector, to prevent unfair laborpractices. She points to the successful
current model in Germany, which
wasinitiatedbytheNaziPartyinthe
30's. Werhane, refuting those who
call her plan inefficient and costly,
says that the German economy,
one of the strongest in the global
community, has not been harmed
by the implementation of due process in the private labor sector.
However,theprofessorisquick
to point out that the system should
not be burdening to the employer.
In some countries, like Italy, the
employee is hired virtually for life
and is difficult to dismiss. This is
harmful to the industry of a country and the employers hand should
not be tied.
She has changed positions on
how her system should be implemented. Originally, she strived to
have companies voluntarily accept
the terms.
However,nowWerhanebelieves
the only way these progressive reformscanbeaccomplishedisthrough
mandate of the state.

Campus policy on drugs===========

We at the UC would like to share
with all students, the campus policy
on drugs.
Therefore, each week, we will
publish a portion of the Drug Free
Campus Policy Brochure.
General Background
The Drug-Free Workplace Act
of 1989 and the Drug-Free Schools
and Communities Act Amendment
of 1989 require all federal contractors, federal grant recipients, and
recipients ofany federal funds whatsoever to implement a comprehensive substance and alcohol abuse
policy.
Some regulatory compliance
requirements under this act were
effective March 18, 1989.
The Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act Amendment of
1989 became effective October I,
1990. SSU shall comply with all
provisions of these Acts.
This policy shall apply to the
entire university community, faculty, staff, and students.
Legal Sanctions
Applicable legal sanctions under local, state, or federal law for the
unlawful possession or distribution

.

.

of illicit drugs and alcohol are set
forth in the reference laws.
Local
Codification Ordinance of Portsmouth
Chapter 624 - Drugs
State Ohio Revised Code
Chapters
2925 - Drug
Offenses
3 I 79 - Controlled Substances

NARCOTICS

FOREIGN CARS ARE NOf FOREIGN TO US
Bumper-to-bumper service is our speciality

4301 - Liquor
Control Laws
Federal Federal (Harrison)
Narcotic Act
Federal Narcotic Drugs
Import and Export Act
Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act
Federal Alcohol Administration Act

BOSCH
PARTS

> Audi

> Volvo
> M~rcedes

~~~;'gen

TUNE-UPS·ELECTRJCAL REPAIR SPECIALIST
ENGINE REP AIR·SUSPENSJON
> Miuublshl
> Renault
AIR CONDITIONING
> Toyota
BRAKE DRUMS·ROTORS TURNED
:
We inspect pre-owned cars, both
> BMW
domestic & foreign

> Nissan
> British Leyt~nd
> Saab
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 A.M. to 6:00

Autobahn

606 John Slrcet

. Foreign Car Specialists

I:'~

> Lexus

·---------.

Portlmoulh,Ohio

3S3-S328

YOUR ONE STUP CENTER FOR /l{PO T C.li Eknc c; INCLUDING DIESEL

1tte

Air Conditioning
and
Radiator Shop

Complete radiator and alrcondldonlnasemcecenter

. ............

$15.95 Oil Change Special

The-typical college student
spends more money for
alcohol than for books m

2026 Robinson Ave.

I0% discount on labor with SSU ID

Includes oil filter and up to S 9uarts
of oil and complete chassis lube
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Dairy-Creme

$1.50
!~~!P-UZAUC!
J

a~at~Colepw,

P.M.

Auto Werks, Inc.

IAlcohol vs. Books I

OSAP, Alcohol l'ractl-,

However, there will still be
loopholes with having I 00% adherence to the laws. One of which
is transnational corporations, who
have no parent nation of origin.
These corporations go beyond
the boundaries of the nation-state
system established by the Treaty of
Westphalia. Furthermore, a multinational corporation with a parent
nation is subject to that country's
laws. Moreover, at this time the
laws were only considered the nationals of that country.
For instance, if a country like
the United States has equal opportunity legislation, that only applies
to citizens of the parent nation, the
employees from the host nations
would not be able to enjoy those
benefits as the current system is
designed.
This lecture was a series on
philosophy sponsored by The Marie
and Bess Pixley Fund ofthe Scioto
County Area Foundation, and organized by Dr. Kenda/ID 'Andrade,
SSU Professor ofPhilosophy. The
reception, held afterwards, was
sponsored by St. Mary's Church.
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Mediwn Pepsi

With Coupon

Buv One Personal Pan Pizza
at iegular price, get one free.
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!Valid only at participating Pizza Hut•restaurants. Present when ordering. One coupon
per person per visit Monday - Saturday between 11 A.M. -4 P.M. Five minute guarantee
applies between 11 :30 A.M. - I :00 P.M. to our two selections forordersoffive or fewer
per table, or three or fewer per carryout customer. Not valid with other discounts or
coupons. 1/20 cent cash redemption value. •I 984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
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333 2nd Street
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